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Monitoring to detect the illicit trafficking of nuclear and other radioactive materials includes
screening vehicles, cargo and individuals at borders to 1) detect smuggling of these materials;
2) locate, measure and characterize the source of radiation; and 3) fully characterize any
confiscated material. Currently available instruments used for the field measurements are not
optimized for this purpose and may not detect shielded plutonium and highly enriched
uranium. Confiscated radioactive materials need to be characterized with macro- and
microanalysis techniques to fully understand the significance of the material and to provide
credible evidence in the event of prosecution of the traffickers. Although most States have
national laboratories capable to determine the basic characteristics of such material, only a
few member States have the sophistilcated analytical capability necessary to perform proper
forensics analysis. The coordinated research project on "Improvement of Technical Measures
to Detect and Respond to Illicit Trafficking of Nuclear and other Radioactive Materials" has
been established to:

• Improve the detection capability and performance of hand-held and portable
isotope measurement devices, including the technical and functional specifications
for such devices;

• standardize procedures to examine suspicious packages and to assess the hazard of
confiscated material; and

• develop recommendations and guidelines for establishing a system to provide
nuclear forensics support to member States for the characterization of seized
nuclear material.

Related to the nuclear forensics support, it should be noted that with the inception of the
Agency's nuclear security programme in 1995, the IAEA has offered the services of its
laboratories in Seibersdorf and associated laboratories to assist States in analysing confiscated
nuclear materials. Since 1993 the IAEA has received reports of over 300 cases of smuggling
of nuclear and other radioactive materials. In about 30 of these cases enriched uranium and/or
plutonium of differing qualities, form and quantities, were seized. Although requests from
States for assistance in characterizing such nuclear material have been infrequent, it is
anticipated that in the current climate of concern about nuclear terrorism, States will
periodically ask for assistance in characterizing this material. Therefore, it is prudent to
develop a coherent plan for providing this assistance in an effective and timely manner within
the framework of the established Coordinated Research Project.

The proposed paper will present the current activities to establish nuclear forensics support to
the IAEA member States.
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